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Vortex motion in the ocean: In situ visualization
of jellyfish swimming and feeding flows
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We present a combination of both qualitative flow visu-
alizations of jellyfish in their natural marine environment and
quantitative measurements in a laboratory facility, to under-
stand how the animals effectively use principles of fluid me-
chanics in their swimming and feeding behaviors.

Aurelia aurita jellyfish were observed in a natural habitat
off the coast of Mljet, Croatia in a marine lake. Video was
collected by a scuba diver using natural light. A second diver
injected 20 �l pulses of concentrated fluorescene dye into
the water surrounding the animals. As shown in the images
�Fig. 1�a��, the dye was injected upstream of the animal to
observe the fluid motion induced by the animal as it swims
forward. The formation of a vortex ring is observed as the
animal contracts its body. A second vortex ring of opposite
rotational sense forms as the animal relaxes to its original
resting form. Subsequently, the two vortex rings pair together
and develop azimuthal instabilities as they propagate down-
stream.

FIG. 1. �Enhanced online�. �a� Sequence of two swimming cycles visua
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Quantitative measurements of similar flows observed in
a laboratory jellyfish tank further elucidated the nature of
these vortex dynamics. Using digital particle image velocim-
etry, we have mapped the topology of the vortex wake be-
hind the animals. As shown in Fig. 1�b�, a strong entrainment
flow is induced near the bell margin by the generated wake
vortex rings. This induced flow captures prey and transports
it to the feeding surfaces inside the jellyfish. A net momen-
tum flux opposite the swimming direction is observed in the
far wake, indicating the generation of unsteady swimming
forces.

Although the formation of a vortex ring during body
contraction has been previously observed, this work presents
the first evidence of formation of an equally prominent vor-
tex ring during body relaxation. In traditional models of pul-
satile swimming, the relaxation phase of the swimming cycle
is either neglected altogether or accounted by simple quasi-
steady assumptions. However, given the present observa-
tions, it is evident that the vortex dynamics associated with
both contraction and relaxation must be included to achieve
accurate estimates of swimming dynamics.1
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using dye. �b� Instantaneous streamlines of flow measured using DPIV.
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